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Topic Link between Value and Topic Value References in Bible, EGW or Other

Large Intestines The longer feces stays in the rectum, the harder to eliminate. Free from Vices Hebrews 3:13
The longer we practice a bad habit, the harder to let go of that
bad habit.

The Heart Just as the heart never tires of pumping blood for the body, so Trustworthy 2 Timothy 4:7
should we never tire of doing our part wherever we may be.

Blood Vessels Blood vessels are pathways through which blood carries food Unselfish Matthew 24:14, Matthew 28:19
and oxygen to all parts of the body.  Are we living vessels of God’s
love to all parts of the world?

Blood Blood gives life.  Jesus shed blood on the cross gave us a new Life, Death, and 1 Corinthians 6:19-20
life. Resurrection

White Blood Just as there is fighting going on between antibodies and germs The Great Controversy Genesis 3:15, Revelation 12:17
Cells in the body, fighting is going on between good and evil in our

world.

Platelets Platelets automatically help blood to clot when we have a wound Kind Isaiah 41:6
so should we be ready to heal the wounds and hurts of another.

Blood Circulation As veins carry oxygen-poor blood back to the lungs for oxyge- Witness Matthew 11:28
nation, so should we carry burdened souls back to Christ for
hope and encouragement.

Coronary Heart Heart attack occurs when the supply of blood to parts of the Daily Worship Matthew 26:41
Disease heart is cut off.  When connection with God is cut-off from our

life, Satan can easily attack us.

Atherosclerosis As arteries harden over time from build-up of cholesterol, our Great Controversy Proverbs 14:34
hearts harden from build up of hatred and anger.

Respiratory System Just as our bodies need a continous supply of oxygen to perform Worship Holy Scripture gives power and efficiency
activities, so we need a continuous supply from above to do His to our work.  (6T 51)
work. Philippians 4:19
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Help the student identify virtues and adopt values by showing links between the subject area and virtues.
The teacher may consider the REBIRTH chart of virtues (see Appendix C) to help select values that may have links to this subject.
See  examples below.  See Appendix A for a blank form for the teacher to duplicate.


